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SOARING HIGH QUILT featuring UP, UP & AWAY by SKINNY LAMINX

½ yard each 9 prints: Up in the Air in Dark Red, Pollen and Blue Moon, Dots & Spots in Dark Red, Smudge and Blue Moon, Free As A Bird in Dark Red, Pollen and Blue Moon.
2 yards Cloudspotting for backing
½ yard Dots & Spots Smudge for binding

NOTE :: Build 10 blocks in each color combo: dark red/dark red/dark red
pollen/smudge/pollen
blue moon/blue moon/blue moon

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

UP IN THE AIR (LIGHT FABRIC)  
10 each color (30 total) squares 6" x 6"

FREE AS A BIRD (BORDERS)  
20 each color (60 total) strips 3" x 10¼"

DOTS & SPOTS (DARK FABRIC)  
30 each color (90 total) squares 3¼" x 3¼"

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

Seam allowances ¼" unless otherwise noted

1. GEESE part 1 :: Overlap 2 - 3¼" squares right sides together on corners of a 6" square. Pin. Draw a line as shown. Stitch ¼" on both sides of line. Trim along line giving you 2 “units”. Open and press towards darker fabric. {Fig 1}

2. GEESE part 2 :: Overlap a 3¼" square right sides together on the lower corner of a unit. Pin. Draw a line as shown. Stitch ¼" on both sides of line. Trim along line giving you 2 “geese”. Open and press towards darker fabric. {Fig 2}

3. GEESE STRIP :: Stitch 4 geese to form column {Fig 3}

4. GEESE BLOCK :: Stitch 3" x 10¼" strips to sides of geese column. Trim excess to square up block. {Fig 3}

5. FINISH BLOCK :: You will notice that the block is not a perfect square - trim the edges of the strips to equal height of block {Fig 3}

6. Assemble blocks as shown - stitch in rows. Then stitch rows together. {Fig 4}

7. Square your top. Back, baste, quilt and bind as desired.